DETAILS
MAKE
THE DIFFERENCE
THE COMPANY

We’ve been working with you, sharing your efforts, your passion and your values for 25 years. This is why, today, FAE GROUP, through their Worldwide Branches, is a leading force in the design and production of superior quality machinery for the Construction and Land Clearing sectors. We are proud of the results achieved together. Since 1989, we have provided excellent quality, reliable products, extensive sales and distribution network, efficient service. The aim was and remains the same - to guarantee your complete satisfaction and solutions to our customers.

INNOVATION
INDUSTRY
LEADING PRODUCTS

PASSION
FOR THE QUALITY
OF YOUR JOB

FLEXIBILITY
TO PROVIDE
THE BEST ASSISTANCE

PRESENCE
BRINGING
US CLOSER
MORE THAN 25 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE

MORE THAN 20,000 MACHINES SOLD

MORE THAN 70 NEW MODELS DESIGNED

MORE THAN 800 DEALERS WORLDWIDE

SOLD IN MORE THAN 130 COUNTRIES

6 BRANCHES WORLDWIDE
A GLOBAL SUCCESS
With locations on five continents, FAE is committed to growing our business, facing new challenges and finding our customers better solutions. We make the most out of our research by creating better performing machines guaranteed to operate when you need. From Canadian forests to Australian vineyards, from Russian railways through German roads to the French countryside, FAE is there to meet all your requirements with dependable knowledge and maximum professionalism.
OUR SUPERB PERFORMANCE WILL WIN YOU OVER

LAND CLEARING

Agricultural and forestry lands, river banks and plantations, as well as golf courses, urban green and forest paths - the goal of our Land Clearing products is to facilitate any type of job in all conditions. Our machines are designed to last and deliver consistent results every time.

PTO DRIVEN HEADS

Our PTO driven heads can be easily attached to a tractor and are chosen according to the intended use and to the specifications of the attachment. Our line of forestry tillers, mulchers, stone crushers, stump cutters, and multi-function heads provide you with excellent results. Always produced with the highest-quality materials, our forestry machines stand out for their sturdiness and reliability over time.
LAND CLEARING - PTO DRIVEN HEADS

FORESTRY MULCHERS

Designed to shred trees, bushes and trimmings on the ground.

from 50 to 500 HP  Ø 50 cm max  from 125 to 250 cm
LAND CLEARING - PTO DRIVEN HEADS

FORESTRY TILLERS

Created to deeply till uncultivated areas, shred roots and grind large diameter stumps.

from 100 to 500 HP  Ø 70 cm max  from 45 to 250 cm
VERSATILE MACHINES COMBINING FEATURES OF OUR ROCK CRUSHER, MULCHER AND TILLER.

**MULTITASKS**

LAND CLEARING - PTO DRIVEN HEADS

From **120** to **500 HP**

- Ø **30 cm max** (stones)
- Ø **45 cm max** (trees)
- Ø **55 cm max** (stump)

From **150** to **250 cm**
LAND CLEARING - PTO DRIVEN HEADS

STONE CRUSHERS

Designed for the reclamation of uncultivated areas containing stones or slab stones.

from 80 to 360 HP  Ø 50 cm max (stones)  from 111 to 250 cm
HYDRAULIC DRIVEN HEADS

When the job requires the use of special machines, excavators or skid steers, the solutions to look for are hydraulic tillers, mulchers, stump cutters and rock crushers. These units utilize the hydraulic system of the machine they are attached to for rotor movement.

When choosing the right model from the FAE line up, consider the power of the machine, terrain type and the desired result to guarantee a satisfactory job. Our forestry machines, manufactured with high quality materials, are known for their robustness and reliability.
LAND CLEARING - HYDRAULIC DRIVEN HEADS

MULCHERS FOR SKID STEERS

Used for environmental maintenance and clearing of trees, bush and/or underbrush.

from 40 to 120 HP  Ø 20 cm max  from 125 to 175 cm
LAND CLEARING - HYDRAULIC DRIVEN HEADS

EXCAVATOR MULCHERS

Designed to shred trees bushes and trimmings (e.g. on river banks).

from 1.5 to 30 T
Ø 30 cm max
from 50 to 150 cm
LAND CLEARING - HYDRAULIC DRIVEN HEADS

EXCAVATOR STUMP CUTTERS

Used for quick and easy removal of stumps.

from 100 to 220 L/min  from 7 to 20 T
Customized mulchers, designed to shred trees, bushes and trimmings on the ground.

LAND CLEARING - HYDRAULIC DRIVEN HEADS

MULCHERS, FOR SPECIAL BUILT CARRIERS

from 100 to 600 HP

Ø 50 cm max

from 150 to 250 cm
LAND CLEARING - HYDRAULIC DRIVEN HEADS

TILLERS FOR SPECIAL BUILT CARRIERS

Customized tillers, created to deeply till uncultivated areas, shred roots and grind large diameter stumps.

from 250 to 650 HP
Ø 60cm max
from 225 to 250 cm
LAND CLEARING - HYDRAULIC DRIVEN HEADS

MULTITASKS FOR SPECIAL BUILT CARRIERS

Customized multitask attachments, combining features of our rock crusher, mulcher and tiller.

from 300 to 450 HP
Ø 30 cm max (stones)
Ø 45 cm max (trees)
Ø 55 cm max (stump)

from 225 to 250 cm
LAND CLEARING - HYDRAULIC DRIVEN HEADS

STUMP CUTTERS FOR SPECIAL BUILT CARRIERS

Customized attachments, created for quick and easy removal of stumps.

from 250 to 500 HP  Ø 50cm max
LAND CLEARING - HYDRAULIC DRIVEN HEADS

STONE CRUSHERS FOR SPECIAL BUILT CARRIERS

Customized stone crushers, for the building and maintenance of unpaved and mountain roads or for the reclamation of agricultural land.

from 250 to 400 HP  Ø 50 cm max (stones)  from 200 to 250 cm
FAE's lineup of Construction attachments use our most advanced shredding technology, supporting your work in the most demanding environments. Our machines are versatile, reliable and functional. They are capable of facilitating and accelerating fundamental construction jobs and the development of roads, highways and other infrastructural work.
OPENING NEW ROADS EVERYWHERE
CONSTRUCTION - PTO DRIVEN HEADS

MULTITASKS

One machine used for multiple applications: rock crushing, soil stabilizing and, in certain conditions, asphalt grinding for the construction and maintenance of roads.

from 80 to 500 HP
Ø 50 cm max
from 100 to 225 cm
Our stabilizers compact and versatile, our machines are ideal for soil stabilization also on sites that require a very high maneuverability.

**CONSTRUCTION - PTO DRIVEN HEADS**

**SOIL STABILIZER**

- from **160** to **500** HP
- Ø **50 cm max**
- from **150** to **250 cm**
CONSTRUCTION - HYDRAULIC DRIVEN HEADS

SKID STEERS STONE CRUSHERS

Ideal solution for the maintenance of unpaved and mountain roads or for the reclamation of agricultural land.

- from **80** to **120** HP
- Ø**15** cm max
- from **125** to **150** cm
CONSTRUCTION - HYDRAULIC DRIVEN HEADS

EXCAVATOR ROCK CUTTERS

Suitable for crushing rocks and hard surfaces including bitumen, asphalt and concrete.

from 2.5 to 70 T
PrimeTech is FAE Group’s lineup of multipurpose tracked carriers. These are self-propelled vehicles designed to work on tough terrain and in extreme outside conditions. Our PrimeTech carriers can be equipped with different types of FAE heads depending on your application. Whether you are land clearing, land converting, site prepping, road maintaining or road constructing, a PrimeTech will do a better job and be more reliable.
DEDICATED TRACKED CARRIERS FOR DIFFICULT JOBS
PT SERIES

The tracked carriers of the PT Series come equipped with a Cummins, John Deere or CAT engine from 160 to 600 HP. Depending on which FAE head is used, the PrimeTech prime movers efficiently perform land clearing work, land reclamation, road construction, stone and rock crushing, as well as asphalt grinding. The PT Series will perform heavy-duty applications in the most demanding environments.

da 160 a 600 CV
PT D:MINE SERIES

The tracked carriers of the PT D:Mine Series are special mine clearing vehicles designed to resist the violent forces of buried explosives. These are remote controlled (up to 3000 ft) demining machines equipped with FAE demining tillers and flails, for the purpose of mechanically removing unexploded ordnance (UXO), antipersonnel (AP) and anti-tank (AT) mines. The rated ability of the PT D:Mine Series have been thoroughly tested and certified by the Croatian Mine Action Center for Testing, Development and Training Ltd, founded by CROMAC.

da 160 a 415 CV